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Manesh Rath is a partner in Keller and Heckman’s litigation and OSHA
practice groups. He has been the lead amicus counsel on several cases
before the U.S. Supreme Court including Staub v. Proctor Hospital and
Vance v. Ball State University.
Mr. Rath is a co-author of three books in the fields of wage/hour law, labor
and employment law, and OSHA law. On developing legal issues, he has
been quoted or interviewed in The Wall Street Journal, Bloomberg, Smart
Money magazine, Entrepreneur magazine, on "PBS's Nightly Business
Report," WAVY-TV and C-SPAN. He was listed in Smart CEO Magazine's
Readers' Choice List of Legal Elite.
Mr. Rath has extensive experience representing industry in OSHA
rulemakings. He has successfully represented employers—including some of
the largest in the country—in OSHA citations and investigations before
federal OSHA in regions across the country and in state plan states.
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Javaneh Nekoomaram is an associate in the environmental and
workplace safety and health (OSHA) practice groups at Keller
and Heckman. Ms. Nekoomaram practices in all areas of
environmental law as well as occupational health and safety law,
and chemical control law. She routinely advises clients on a broad
range of environmental health and safety compliance issues.
Prior to joining Keller and Heckman, Ms. Nekoomaram served for
three years as Counsel for the American Coatings Association. She
provided regulatory compliance and advocacy on a number of
issues on behalf of the coatings industry including TSCA, Prop 65,
hazard communication and labeling, state chemical regulation,
hazardous waste, air and water quality, occupational health and
safety, and chemical safety regulations. She also served as
Advocacy Counsel for the Graffiti Resource Council, an
organization supported by the aerosol coatings industry that
provides anti-graffiti strategies for cities across the country.
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WHAT WE WILL DISCUSS TODAY:
 Background on recordkeeping regulation
• 2012 Volks Decision (“Volks II”)
• Extension of Volks holding to PSM- Delek Refining
• Revised rule

 Challenges to the rule – current, potential
 Tolling the limitation period with the discovery
rule?
 Implications for employers
 Outlook on future of this regulation
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BACKGROUND ON RECORDKEEPING RULE
 Section 8 of OSH Act (Recordkeeping):
• Each employer shall make, keep and preserve…such
records regarding his activities
 Section 9(c) of OSH Act (Citations):
• No citation may be issued under this section after the
expiration of six months following the occurrence of any
violation
 Section 1904.29 (Recordkeeping Rule)
• Must record injury within 7 days of knowledge of injury
and preserve records for 5 years from the end of the
year covered
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BACKGROUND ON RECORDKEEPING RULE
 April 6, 2012: Volks II Decision
• May, 2006: OSHA conducted inspection of Volks
• Discovered omissions in recordkeeping – missing
entries, wrong person certified, etc.
• Alleged 67 violations
• Oldest violations = 4 ½ years
• Most recent violations = 6 months, 10 days
• Citations were for recordkeeping, not the
requirement that it “save” records for 5 years
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BACKGROUND ON RECORDKEEPING RULE
 OSHA:
• All violations were “continuing violations” so
long as they remained uncorrected

 D.C. Circuit:
• The use of the word “occurrence” is clear and
refers to a discrete antecedent event –
something that happened
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BACKGROUND ON RECORDKEEPING RULE
 July 29, 2015: OSHA proposed
recordkeeping rule
 December 16, 2016: OSHA finalized rule
 December 29, 2016: Delek Refining Ltd v.
OSHRC decision
• U.S. Court of Appeals for 5th Circuit
• Decision in favor of Delek based on Volks II
 January 18, 2017: Final rule went into effect
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FINAL RULE SUMMARY
 Final rule “clarifies” employer’s continuing obligation to
make and maintain accurate injury and illness records
 “Clarifies” OSHA’s longstanding position that employer’s
duty to record an injury or illness continues for the full 5year retention period
 “The rule simply returns us to the standard practice of the
last 40 years”- former Assistant Secretary Dr. David
Michaels
1. Maintain accurate records for five years
2. Duty to record injuries and illnesses is an ongoing
obligation
3. Provide “accurate” records on request
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CONGRESSIONAL CHALLENGE TO RULE
 H.J.Res. 83:
• “Resolved … that Congress disapproves the
rule … and such rule shall have no force or
effect.”
• 2 Former BLS Commissioners
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CONGRESSIONAL CHALLENGES TO RULE
 Congressional Review Act (CRA)
• Allows Congress to review and disapprove rules before they
take effect

 February 21, 2017: H.J. Res. 83 introduced
 February 27, 2017: Hearing held in House Committee on
Rules
 March 1, 2017: Passed House of Representatives 231191
 What’s next?
• Senate must pass companion resolution
• President Trump must sign joint resolution
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LEGAL CHALLENGES TO FINAL RULE
 None filed yet
 Legal challenges that could potentially emerge
• Pre-enforcement challenge to rulemaking
• OSHA enforces regulation on employer by
issuing citation; employer files suit
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TOLLING THE LIMITATION PERIOD
 Discovery Rule
 Volks II Court:
• “If the Secretary feels this limitations period is too short to allow for the
discovery of unsafe conditions or health effects which may not become
apparent for months or years into the future, she could argue the statute
should be read to incorporate a discovery rule, as she had before the
OSHA ALJ. But she did not press that argument before the Commission,
Commission Decision, at *6, or here.” AKM LLC dba Volks Constructors v.
Secretary of Labor, 675 F.3d 752, 758 n.5 (D.C. Cir. 2012).

 Preamble to OSHA final rule:
• “The discovery rule is not needed where, as here, the unlawful conduct is
ongoing.” 81 Fed. Reg. at 91800.
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WHAT EMPLOYERS SHOULD DO:
 Conservative approach: follow the rule until clearly
overturned
 Cross check injury and illness records against other data
compilations
• e.g. workers comp claims
 Preserve records on training for staff that administer
recordkeeping program
 Evaluate each citation to determine whether Volks
decision applies
 Monitor the development of the CRA bill on the Volks
rule
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